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HP announced the general availability of the HP SDN App Store, 

launching a new wave of open, software-defined networking (SDN) 

innovation for customers and partners.  

The HP SDN App Store provides HP’s ecosystem partners a go-to-

market platform together with consulting and support services that 

will enable customers to uncover the business value of SDN. 

IDC predicts that the market for SDN network applications will 

reach $1.1 billion by 2017,(1) increasing network application 

vendors’ need for a scalable open marketplace to monetize their 

innovations. As the first enterprise-grade SDN application ecosystem in the market, the HP SDN App 

Store redefines the networking business model, offering the developer community a centralized 

platform connecting to customers around the world. Customers can now easily discover, learn and 

purchase specific network applications and download them to their environment for testing and live 

deployment. 

“Our customers are eager to transform their network architecture into a competitive advantage, and 

SDN applications make that possible,” said Antonio Neri, senior vice president and general manager, 

Servers and Networking, HP. “With the HP SDN App Store, we have completed the final piece of the 

SDN ecosystem by offering a vibrant, robust marketplace of innovations that supports more than 5 

million users and provides support to customers as they migrate to SDN.” 

Redefining an open, SDN-enabled application ecosystem 

With major industry technology transitions for enterprises to address, such as security, cloud, mobility 

and big data, SDN is essential for paving the way to customer success in networking. HP remains 

focused on building an ecosystem of partners to create solution-driven applications that bring value 

and simplicity to customers. Examples of these offerings include the HP Virtual Application Networks 

(VAN) SDN Controller, which has been downloaded more than 3,000 times, and HP SDN Software 

Development Kit, which has been downloaded more than 5,000 times.  

The HP SDN Application Store offers independent software vendors an easy way to bring creative 

solutions to market, enabling IT managers who embrace SDN architecture to solve their unique 

network challenges through these applications. 

To help customers easily navigate the HP SDN App Store, HP will offer four different categories of 

applications defined by their support and test process: 

• The HP Circle, with applications built and tested exclusively by HP.  
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• The Premium Circle, containing applications that are top sellers and jointly tested by HP and its 

partners.  

• The Partner Circle, encompassing applications that have been self-tested by HP partners and 

reviewed by HP.  

• The Community Circle, offering open-access and community-supported applications to demonstrate 

open source and concept SDN applications. 

Introducing the first wave of applications 

As part of the HP SDN App Store launch, HP is introducing six partner applications, in addition to two 

applications developed by HP: 

• BlueCat DNS Director delivers network-driven enforcement of DNS policies that allow security 

infrastructures to gain complete visibility and control through IP address management data across all 

devices and applications. 

• Ecode evolve™ is an SDN orchestrator that facilitates dynamic service provisioning with a built-in 

quality of service and denial-of-service mitigator. Streamlining network design, change simulation and 

automated policy provisioning, it accelerates operations.  

• F5 BIG DDoS Umbrella allows customers to implement network, application, DNS and SSL DDoS 

protection near the network edge, closer to the attacker. 

• GuardiCore Defense Suite provides highly scalable, SDN-based network security for software-

defined data centers, detecting and mitigating advanced persistent threats, malware propagation and 

insider attacks, at an early stage. 

• KEMP Adaptive Load Balancer Application, integrated with the HP VAN SDN Controller solution, 

provides end-to-end visibility of network paths for optimal routing of applications across the server and 

switching infrastructure. 

• Real Status Hyperglance is a hybrid cloud and SDN simplified-management platform that provides a 

unified, full-scale, interactive topology view with 360-degree navigation, intuitive monitoring and 

context-aware controls for confident insight and action. 

• HP Network Protector enables automated network posture assessment and provides real-time 

security across OpenFlow-enabled network devices. 

• HP Network Optimizer for Microsoft Lync enables automated provisioning of network policy and 

quality of service to provide an enhanced end-user experience. 

“The HP SDN App Store offers a platform for customers to see real, high-value use cases of SDN that 

can benefit their organization,” said Thomas Borrel, vice president, Strategic Alliances, BlueCat.  

“Customers can easily access and deploy innovative solutions like BlueCat DNS Director to solve real 

business problems that legacy infrastructures cannot, and gain the complete visibility and control only 

IP Address Management can provide.” 

Integrating multiple SDN apps 

Available now from HP Technology Services, HP Trusted SDN Security Deployment helps customers 

successfully integrate, deploy and support multiple SDN security apps on their production network, 

getting simplified, coordinated security with surgically precise control. This deployment is part of HP’s 

end-to-end Trusted Network Transformation approach for a safe journey to an SDN-enabled network 

without impacting business continuity. Information on additional SDN consulting and support services 

-- such as SDN Application and Controller Services and HP Foundation Care and Proactive Care -- is 

available on the HP SDN App Store. 

Supporting channel partners through the HP SDN App Store  

HP’s channel partners play an end-to-end role in supporting customers on their transition to SDN. 

Upon purchasing SDN-enabled architecture, customers will work with channel partners to determine 

the right SDN applications for their environment, and will receive a discount code to be used in the HP 

SDN App Store. 

 


